
Make crypto green again



BY ELON MUSK'S ACCOUNT, CLIMATE CONCERNS DISQUALIFY TESLA FROM ACCEPTING BITCOIN.
TESLA CEO ELON MUSK SAID, THE COMPANY WILL RESUME BITCOIN TRANSACTIONS

ONCE IT CONFIRMS THERE IS A REASONABLE CLEAN ENERGY USAGE BY MINERS.

PROBLEM



Bitcoin has a carbon footprint comparable to that of New Zealand, 
producing 36.95 megatons of CO2 annually, according to Digiconomist.

The Independent: "Bitcoin's carbon footprint will get exponentially worse 
because the more its price rises, the more competition there is for the 
currency and thus the more energy it consumes."

The Bitcoin consumes more electricity than the entire annual energy 
consumption of the Netherlands, Cambridge University researchers state.

PROBLEM



Crypto environmental problems that need to 
be solved

• Offsetting through CO2 allowances or making your 
energy renewable directly by using crypto.

• Enable launch of CO2 neutral ICO/IEO/IDO/INO

• Make cryptocurrency transactions and mining CO2 
neutral.

• Enable sustainable companies to operate 
cryptocurrencies without environmental impact 
(accept/trade/invest).

• Buying and investing in renewable energy certificates 
and CO2 allowances directly with cryptocurrency.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES



VISION

Opening environmental markets to 
crypto community.

Launching sustainable
and CO2 neutral ICO/IEO/IDO/INO

Making cryptocurrency transactions and 
mining CO2 neutral or based on renewable energy.

Cryptocurrencies traceability
   for sustainability.

The untapped multi-billion dollar market of CO2 allowances and renewable 
energy certificates is now entering decentralized finance (DeFi) through Enrex: 

the first protocol to connect DeFi to regulated environmental and carbon markets.

ENREX - MAKING BITCOIN AND OTHER CRYPTOCURRENCIES GREEN AGAIN!

VISION



SOLUTION

ENREX LET’S YOU

Buy, sell and use government mandated renewable energy certificates
and CO2 allowances directly by means of crypto technology.

 Investing in a growing
environmental market

Trading environmental instruments   
directly with crypto

Offsetting your CO2 emissions
directly with the $ENRX token

Launching sustainable and 
CO2 neutral 

ICO/IEO/IDO/INO

Making transactions and
mining CO2 neutral

Track cryptocurrencies
for sustainability

use cases



APPLICATIONS →  ENREX CARBON OFFSETTING DAPP

https://dapp.enrex.io/home

Enrex dapp is a one-stop shop for offsetting carbon footprint 
with crypto, helping you to reach your ultimate environmental 
goals! It is the definitive offset tracking medium between the 
blockchain technology and real world use cases.

You can offset your generated carbon footprint depending 
on your needs and targeted objects - from crypto 
operations to real world carbon emitting activities.

https://dapp.enrex.io/home


APPLICATIONS → CO2 NEUTRAL WEB EXPERIENCE

Enrex offsets the energy consumption of your 
website traffic and makes it CARBON FREE! 🌎

More information 

Here's how it works:

1. Input your website URL 🌐
2. We calculate the amount of 
energy used and carbon footprint 
generated with every visit. 🔥
3. Add a widget to your website 
with just one line of code! 🌿

What does it cost? (FREEmium 
model) 

https://medium.com/@enrex/presenting-the-enrex-green-browsing-widget-801bc42af9c6


DON'T BE MEAN, LET'S GO GREEN

support@enrex.io

WWW.ENREX.IO 

http://www.enrex.io

